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Schedule of fees


- a non-IEEE member who wishes to join the Computer Society only
  - Half-Year: $14.00
  - Full-Year: $28.00
- an IEEE member who wishes to join the Computer Society
  - Half-Year: $4.00
  - Full-Year: $8.00
- a non-IEEE member who wishes to join both IEEE and the Computer Society
  - Half-Year: $41.50
  - Full-Year: $73.00

PUBLICATION OPTIONS

If, in addition to your automatic subscription to COMPUTER Magazine, you would also like to receive:

- IEEE Computer Graphics & Applications
  - Half-Year: $4.00
  - Full-Year: $8.00
- IEEE Micro
  - Half-Year: $4.00
  - Full-Year: $8.00
- Transactions on Computers
  - Half-Year: $4.00
  - Full-Year: $8.00
- Transactions on Software Engineering
  - Half-Year: $3.00
  - Full-Year: $6.00
- Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence
  - Half-Year: $3.00
  - Full-Year: $6.00
- Journal of Solid State Circuits
  - Half-Year: $2.00
  - Full-Year: $4.00
- Journal of Oceanic Engineering
  - Half-Year: $2.00
  - Full-Year: $4.00
- Proceedings of the IEEE
  - Half-Year: $6.00
  - Full-Year: $12.00

Total amount remitted with this application:

(Make checks or money orders payable to IEEE. Mail to the IEEE Computer Society, 10862 Los Vaqueros Circle, Los Alamitos, CA 90720.)

*IEEE members in Region 7 (Canada) and 8 (Western Europe and the Mid-East) may deduct $5 from full-year rates, $2.50 from half-year rates. IEEE members in Regions 9 and 10 may deduct $12 from full-year rates, $6 from half-year rates. ACM members who join both the IEEE and the Computer Society may deduct $5 from full-year rates, $2.50 from half-year rates.

Hardcopy bulk air option for members in Regions 8-10: Western Europe, Latin America (including Mexico), and the Far East.

Add the following amount(s) for two-week delivery for COMPUTER, IEEE Computer Graphics & Applications, and IEEE Micro, and two-to-six week delivery for Transactions:

- COMPUTER
  - Half-Year: $8.50
  - Full-Year: $17.00
- IEEE Computer Graphics & Applications
  - Half-Year: $2.25
  - Full-Year: $4.50
- IEEE Micro
  - Half-Year: $2.25
  - Full-Year: $4.50
- Transactions on Computers
  - Half-Year: $6.75
  - Full-Year: $13.50
- Transactions on Software Engineering
  - Half-Year: $3.25
  - Full-Year: $6.50
- Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence
  - Half-Year: $3.25
  - Full-Year: $6.50
- Journal of Oceanic Engineering
  - Half-Year: $1.50
  - Full-Year: $3.00
- Journal of Solid State Circuits
  - Half-Year: $6.75
  - Full-Year: $13.50
- Proceedings of the IEEE
  - Half-Year: $10.50
  - Full-Year: $21.00

"Western Europe" includes: Albania, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Finland, France, East Germany, West Germany, Gibraltar, Greece, Greenland, Holland, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Malta, Monaco, Norway, Poland, Portugal (and Azores), Rumania, Spain (and Canary Islands), Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, United Kingdom, USSR, and Yugoslavia. "All other areas" includes all other countries outside the U.S.A., Canada, and Mexico.

Check or money order enclosed

Visa or Master Charge No.
Expiration date

YOUR OWN WORK

1. Large computers
2. Minicomputers
3. Microcomputers
4. Computer peripheral equipment
5. Data processing systems (system integration)
6. Office and business machines
7. Test, measurement, and instrumentation equipment
8. Communications systems and equipment
9. Navigation and guidance systems and equipment
10. Consumer entertainment electronic equipment
11. Consumer electronic appliances
12. Other consumer electronics
13. Industrial controls, systems, and equipment
14. Components and subassemblies
15. Materials and hardware
16. Aircraft, missiles, space and ground support equipment
17. Oceanography and support equipment
18. Medical electronics
19. Industrial companies within OEM incorporating electronics equip. in their end product, not elsewhere classified
20. Independent research, test, and design laboratory and consultant (only if you are not connected with a mgf, co.)
21. Government agency and military
22. Industrial companies using and/or incorporating any electronic products in their manufacturing, research, or development activities
23. Communication (radio, TV, police)
24. Transportation services (airline, railroads, etc.)
25. Computer and data processing services, service bureaus, software services, timesharing, consulting
26. All other commercial users
27. Power generation equip. manufacturer
28. Power production (atomic, elec., etc.)
29. Power generation
30. Power transmission
31. Power distribution
32. Except power (telephone, telegraph, pipelines, etc.)
33. Distributor
34. School, university, or library
35. Others (explain)

JOB FUNCTIONS

1. General and corporate management
2. Design and development (designing, developing, manufacturing, etc.)
3. Engineering services evaluation (quality control, reliability standards, tests)
4. Member of Technical Staff
5. Basic research
6. Manufacturing and production
7. Engineering support (draftsman, lab assistant, technician)
8. Purchasing and procurement
9. Marketing, including sales
10. Computer systems/operation
11. Engineering systems planning and control
12. Operations including construction and maintenance (utilities)
13. Consulting
14. Other "EE's"
15. Other engineers (explain)
16. Dean, professor, instructor, etc.
17. Student
18. Other personnel (explain)

JOB CATEGORY

1. Management other than engineering
2. Engineering management
3. Engineering
Publications of the Computer Society

**COMPUTER**

Fault-Tolerant Computing

Tutorial and survey papers covering the entire range of hardware and software design and application. Most issues focus on a single major theme. Other regular features include conference and workshop reports, book reviews, calls for papers, new products, and new applications. (monthly)

Subscription included in basic membership dues.

**NEW IN 1981!**

**MICRO**

Aimed at the practicing bench engineer. Combines articles on application software, hardware design, new technical developments, and microcomputer standards with regular departments covering new products, book reviews, and professional calendar. (quarterly)

Member sub. fee: $8/year

**NEW IN 1981!**

**Computer Graphics and Applications**

A forum for designers and users in all computer graphic application areas. Presents the latest information on computer graphics technology and application; addresses such topics as display technology, computer-aided design, computer-aided manufacturing, business data graphics, human factors in graphics system design, and distributed graphics techniques. (quarterly)

Member sub. fee: $8/year

**COMPUTERS TRANSACTIONS ON**

The oldest and most respected scientific journal in the field of computer engineering, features state-of-the-art research and design papers in all areas of computation and information processing. (monthly)

Member sub. fee: $8/year

**SOFTWARE ENGINEERING**

One of the most popular journals published by the IEEE — and the only scientific journal devoted to this vital area. Features archival research papers on all aspects of the specification, development, management, test, maintenance, and documentation of computer software. (bimonthly)

Member sub. fee: $6/year

**PATTERN ANALYSIS AND MACHINE INTELLIGENCE**

The fastest growing journal published by IEEE — already recognized as the flagship publication in this important and growing area. (bimonthly)

Member sub. fee: $6/year